Superhuman Vision™ for Content Moderation
Al-powered technology that removes all unwanted content with groundbreaking precision and speed.

FULLY AUTOMATED MODERATION

Our AI moderation effectively removes offensive material faster and more accurately, enabling foolproof protection of your brand and audience.

SAY GOODBYE TO LATENCY ISSUES

Moderate your content locally, without even needing an internet connection. The SDK integrates seamlessly into your systems, devices or your cloud.

AI DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE

Our no-code interface makes it super easy for anyone to customize the level of moderation, refine existing concepts or create new ones.

SUPERHUMAN PERFORMANCE

Our solution runs 15x faster than real-time on and comes pre-loaded with over 10,000 laser focused tags.
What can Mobius Labs do for you?

**Built for High Performance**
Our solution runs 15x faster than real-time and comes pre-loaded with over 10,000 laser focused tags.

**Super Easy to Use**
The content moderation SDK is integrated seamlessly into your system, so you won’t even notice it’s there.

**Flexible Moderation**
Customize the moderation level of each concept to protect vulnerable groups or meet regulatory guidelines.

**Keeping Content Managers Happy**
Our AI does the difficult work for you: it runs in your own environment with no internet required, giving you unparalleled privacy, speed and happiness :).

**Completely Customizable**
Adjust or create new content moderation concepts in minutes.

**Safely Deliver Content**
Accurately filter out all the content creepy crawlies to meet regulations, protect vulnerable audiences, and your brand reputation.
It’s not just computer vision anymore, it’s Superhuman Vision™

A new generation of AI-powered computer vision that is disrupting how the world works with visual content.